Edge to Edge
Quilting
Batting - Hobbs
80/20, Warm &
Natural, Quilters
Select, Wool
Thread
Minimum Fee

$.0275 per square
inch (psi)
Current retail less
$1.00/yard for
longarm customers
Included in price
$50

Edge to Edge
Machine Quilting



All of our longarm quilting services
are completed on “Sewfie” our Gammill Optimum longarm machine with
Statler Stitcher. The Statler Stitcher
utilizes computer hardware and software to guide “Sewfie” in creating
state of the art stitch and design precision. We are currently offering Edgeto-Edge (E2E...also known as Pantograph) services only. E2E is a single
pattern used on the entire quilt top.
We have a wide selection of quilting
patterns and designs to choose from.
We ask that you call the shop for a
Quilt Check In appointment. Appointments will last approximately
10-15 minutes. During this time we
will work with you to help you
choose a quilting design and thread
that will help to create your treasured
quilt. Quilts may not be dropped off
without an appointment. This is for
your own safety and that of your
quilt! We would hate for one of your
beautiful creations to go missing!

The price of your quilt is determined by the
size of your quilt top in square inches. Measure the width and the length and multiply
those two numbers for the square inches. As
an example, if your quilt top measures 60” x
70” then your quilt is 4,200 square inches. At
our rate of $.0275 per square inch, your total
cost would be $115.50. This cost includes
thread but does not include the cost of batting. Minimum longarm fee is $50.

We offer Warm and Natural (100% cotton),
Hobbs 80/20, Quilters Select & 100% Wool
batting at a discounted price to those using
our Longarm services.









Our goal is to provide excellent service with a
quick turn-around time. In order to do that
you will be responsible for making sure that
your quilt is flat, the threads trimmed, etc.
Should we determine your quilt is not
quiltable and rather than incur extra expenses
to you we will return your quilt to you to
make the necessary adjustments. Please refer
to the following checklist before calling for a
quilt check-in appointment.


Check to make sure seams are secure. If you
have a quilt top with bias edges or “piano
keys” on the border, please stay stitch the
outer border.




Have seams pressed well and be sure
all threads are clipped (unclipped
threads will show through after being
quilted!)
Indicate the top and bottom of the
quilt and backing if it’s directional.
Quilt top MUST be squared and lay
flat. Measure your quilt across the top,
bottom, and at the center. If the outer
edge is more than an inch or two bigger, you will have wavy borders
which can result in puckers in your
finished quilt. We will contact you to
determine whether you’d like to fix it
or trust us to quilt it with the least
amount of puckers possible.
Remove all pins, embellishments, etc.
Quilt top & backing must be brought
in as separate layers.
Stitch your backing fabric with a ½”
seam allowance and press seam open.
Batting & backing must be 6”-8” larger
than the quilt top and squared. Use a
90 ruler to verify.
We will not accept sheets as backings.
If your thread color choice is lighter
than the backing it may result in the
lighter color “poking” through on the
back. Also, if your thread color on the
back is darker than the front this may
result in “pokies” on the top. It’s best
to use the same thread color on the top
and in the bobbin. Keep this in mind
when choosing your quilt backing.

